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conference announcements
teaching and learning english in challenging situations is the theme of the

malaysian english language teaching associations first international conference to be
held may 141714 199117 in kuala lumpur contact MELTA seminar committee wisma
FAM jalan SS 5947301 petalingmetalingPe jayataling malaysia

the RELC regional seminar on language acquisition and the secondforeignSecond
language

Foreign
classroom will be held in singapore april 222622 199126 contact the

director attention seminar secretariat SEAMEO regional language center 30
orange grove road singapore 1025

the japan association of language teachers JALT will sponsor its seventeenth
annual international conference on language teachingleamingteachinglearningTeaching novemberLeamingLearning 241991419912 in

kobe japan the deadline for submission of proposals for papers demonstrations
workshops and colloquia is may 11991 contact JALT central office lions mansion
kawaramachiKawar 111amachi kawaramachiKawar matsubaraamachi agaruacaru shimogyo ku kyoto 600 japan
tel 8175361542881 fax75 8175361542981361

california
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on
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the

5429

move creating strategies for the gos is the theme of the
twentysecondtwenty annualsecond conference of california teachers of english as a second
language CATESOL to be held at the santa clara convention center april 111411

1991
14

contact kara rosenberg at 415 4931236493 or1236 415 8580367858 or0367 alice gosak
401 S 15th street san jose california 95112 tel 408 9930119993 0119
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the twentyfifthtwenty annualfifth convention of TESOL teachers of english to speakers of
other languages will be held in new york city march 2428199124 contact281991 TESOL
convention department 1600 cameron street suite 300 alexandria virginia 22314
tel 703 8360774836 fax0774 703 8367864836

the

7864

american association for applied linguistics AAAL will hold its conference in
cooperation with TESOL in new york city march 212421 1991199iggi24 contact1 AAAL 1325
18th st NW suite 211 washington DC 20036650120036

sociocognitiveSocio

6501

approachesCognitive to second language acquisition theory is the theme of
the eleventh annual second language research forum to be held february 28 to march
3 1991 at the university of southern california contact constance gergen co chair
SLRF 1991 department of linguistics university of southern california los
angeles california 90089169390089 tel1693 213 7432003743 fax2003 213 7474176747

the

4176

georgetown university round table on languages and linguistics 1991 will be
held april 141 contact4 carol J kreidler coordinator GURT 1991 SLL deans
office school of languages and linguistics georgetown university washington DC
20057
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